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Ancient Egyptian Project
Listed below are 20 different activities relating to our ancient Egyptian topic for you to try. You can try as many or as few as you want over
the break but have fun and be creative.
You can choose to record your work anyway that you wish to e.g. a book, posters, pictures or upload and share on Purple Mash. Any work
you share or bring in will be displayed in your classroom, guests might even be invited in to talk to you about what you have done as part of
our learning.
1) Research and write some
2) Research hieroglyphs and
3) Draw a cartoon sketch about
4) Draw a pyramid.
paragraphs about Tutankhamen. write down a few.
daily life in ancient Egypt.
5) Construct a pyramid – using
6) Think of 5 ways that the Nile
7) List five things that we would
8) Write 10 questions that you
any materials you have e.g. lego, could be used to improve the
not see in Ancient Egypt.
would ask an Egyptian pharaoh.
unifix cubes or sugar cubes etc.
environment
9) List ten things that we would 10) Design a leaflet to encourage 11) Search out a picture of a
12) Draw a simple picture of
see in Ancient Egypt
tourists to visit Egypt.
shadouf. Tell us what it is, what it Egyptian temples and turn it in to
was used for and how it was
a jigsaw
used.
13) Using the word – Egypt
14) Create a word search about
15) Research mummification.
16) Find a short song about
create an acrostic poem.
ancient Egypt.
either ancient or modern day
Egypt.
17) Make a 3D model of a typical 18) Draw a picture of an Egyptian 19) Write a paragraph about an
20) Draw a picture of the
home during ancient Egyptian
god or goddess.
ancient Egyptian god or
pharaoh Tutankhamen.
times.
goddess..

Always remember to ask for permission before using the internet or to making anything at home. Adults at home can
be great people to ask for help and to talk to about what you have found out.

